
Ashwaubenon Youth Baseball Tournament Guidelines
All coaches, players and parents must read and complete the COVID-19 waiver before they will 
be allowed to participate in any Ashwaubenon Youth Baseball Tournment.  One waiver to be 
completed per team and turned in to the concession stand before their first game.  

 Parents/players must sign the waiver sheet before participating.  Coaches must turn in the
signed sheet with their team roster sheet at the concession stand before the first game.

 We will have concessions available.  Safety precautions will be taken to the best of our ability.
Hand sanitizer will be readily available and concession workers will be wearing masks.

 With the exception of the waiver, these guidelines will apply to all Legion and Bay Area games
as well.  Guidelines will be sent to coaches for reference.

Player and Dugout Guidelines: 

 Players are required to do a daily Covid-19 self symptom assessment and any player experiencing
any symptoms must stay home and will not be allowed to participate in the Ashwaubenon Youth
Baseball Tournament.

 All food such as sunflower seeds, gum and snacks will not be allowed in the dugouts.

 All players must have their own water bottle.

 If a players are in the dugout and social distancing is not possible, they are encouraged to wear a
mask.

 Social distancing is highly recommended at all times.

 Shared equipment is  discouraged.
 Players should refrain from high fives, handshake lines, and other physical contact with teammates,

opposing players, coaches, umpires, and fans (a “tip of the cap” will be used following the game in
lieu of the handshake line).

Coaches Guidelines: 

 Coaches are required to do a daily Covid-19 self symptom assessment and any coach experiencing

any symptoms must stay home and will not be allowed to participate in the Ashwaubenon Youth
Baseball Tournament.

 Coaches are encouraged to wear face coverings when in the dugout and social distancing is
not possible.

 Coaches are responsible for ensuring social distancing is maintained between players as much as
possible.

 All food such as sunflower seeds, gum and snacks will not be allowed in the dugouts.

 Coaches should refrain from high fives, handshake lines, and other physical contact with teammates,

opposing players, coaches, umpires, and fans (a “tip of the cap” can be used following the game in

lieu of the handshake line).



Game Play: 

 Coaches, players and umpires should adhere to physical six-foot distancing, where possible,
except when the ball is in play.

 We have allotted additional time between games.  After each game, when attempting
to enter the dugout, please allow 20 feet of separation between your team and the
dugout entrance to allow the other team to exit.

 Umpires will meet with captains and coaches pre-game.  Each team should stay
distanced to their side of home plate.

 Players should pack up their items and exit the dugout in a timely manner at the
conclusion of the game.  Please take all personal belongings and throw away any trash
items.

Spectators: 

 Spectators are required to do a daily Covid-19 symptom assessment and anyone

experiencing any symptoms must stay home and will not be allowed to attend the

Ashwaubenon Youth Baseball Tournament.

 Spectators are encouraged to wear face coverings where social distancing is not possible.
 Only certain rows of bleachers will be available.  Bleachers will have a visible barrier such

as tape or rope, to indicate closure.  We encourage everyone to bring chairs and spread out

along the fence lines to view the games.

 Spectators are asked to social distance with their families during the game.

Concessions: 

 Although cash will be accepted, card payments are preferred.
 Proper handwashing and hygiene practices will be enforced.

 Gloves will be mandatory for individuals handling money or distributing food and changed
frequently.

 Concession workers are required to wear face coverings at all times.

 Surfaces will be cleaned and disinfected on a regular basis.

 Hand sanitizer will be made available for volunteers and spectators.

 All food distributed will be wrapped or prepackaged.

 All drinks distributed will be sealed and prepackaged bottle.

 Bathrooms will be sanitized periodically throughout the day.

 6 feet will be enforced to the extent possible

We would like to thank everyone for participating in this year's Ashwaubenon

Youth Baseball Tournament.  We appreciate everyone's efforts to make this

tournament a fun and safe experience for all involved.

The Above guidelines will be adopted for Legion and Babe Ruth as well, with the exception of the team waiver 
form.  




